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A text amendment is simply 
an edit of the Zoning 
Resolution text

This work is not easy and can 
come in chunks of hundreds 
of pages

New York City is proposing three major zoning text amendments



The City of Yes amendments are called: 

1. Zoning for Carbon Neutrality (Approved by CPC in Sept, City Council vote by Nov. 21 ) 

2. Zoning for Economic Opportunity (to be referred in late October 2023)

3. Zoning for Housing Opportunity (2024, but scoping for the EIS just started)

The City has said it wants input pre-referral.  We should take them at their word

Today is about Zoning for Economic Opportunity, but first, one update . . . 



Zoning for Housing Opportunity

• Draft Scope of Work for the environmental review came out in late September

• Hearing on the Draft Scope of Work will be held on October 26, written comments due 
November 6

• Draft Scope of Work can be downloaded here

https://zap-api-production.herokuapp.com/document/artifact/sites/nycdcppfs/dcp_artifacts/2023Y0427_Draft Scope Of Work_1_627E990F2456EE11BE6E001DD804E34E/24DCP033Y_Draft_Scope_Of_Work_09262023.pdf


18. Simplify and modernize 

use definitions to clarify  

where businesses can  

locate

19. Modernize loading dock

rules to allow buildings to

adapt over time

12. Ease pathways to reactivate  

vacant storefronts in Residence  

Districts

13. Create process for new corner  

stores in residential areas

14. Increase allowances for home  

occupations

15. Introduce corridor designrules 

that ensure buildings contribute  

to surroundings

16. Clarify small-scalewholesale&  

storage rules to facilitate safe  

and sustainable deliveries

17. Reduce conflicts betweenauto  

repair and pedestrians on  

commercial streets

6. Ensure life science

facilities can expand

7. Provide bulk relief for  
new buildings such  
as film studios

8. Support nightlife with  

common-sensedancing and  

live entertainment rules

9. Simplify rules so 

amusements &experiential  

businessescan flourish

10. Potentially enable state  

licensure of casinos

11. Clarify rules to enable

indoor uses,such

as urban agriculture

1. Enable more businessesto  
locate in ground floor  
storefronts

2. Remove arbitrary

barriers to appropriate uses  

on commercialstreets

3. Expand opportunities  

for small-scale  

clean production

4. Allow for upper floor

commercial activity

5. Create new job-
intensive zoning  
districts for future

Support growing

industries

Expand options for  

businesses to locate
Foster

vibrant neighborhoods

Provide clarity and  

predictability

Zoning for Economic Opportunity is broken into 19 topic areas



We will not be reviewing each topic

• We’re going to do a broad overview, and then get into some of the more controversial topics, 
especially those that impact CD3

• I’m not repeating DCP: DCP’s summary slides are here

• Or listen to the presentation here

• DCP just released the annotated zoning text, which you can get here.  It’s 664 pages!  

https://www.nyc.gov/assets/planning/download/pdf/plans-studies/city-of-yes/economic-opportunity/economic-opportunity-info-session-091223.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sL78TyDTP0s&feature=youtu.be
https://www.nyc.gov/assets/planning/download/pdf/plans-studies/city-of-yes/economic-opportunity/economic-opportunity-draft-annotated-zoning-text.pdf


The Zoning Resolution currently has 50 pages(!) of uses



Each use is classified into 18 Use Groups and segregated by zoning district



• They are hopelessly out of date, with no significant updates for over 30 years

• They largely reflect NYC’s manufacturing economy of 1961 and can be a terrible fit with 
modern uses

The Zoning Resolution’s uses and Use Group categories are a mess 

Solution: 

• Use the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) – a federal standard – to 
reorganize and modernize uses



The proposal collapses 18 Use Groups into 10:

Use Group 1 – Agriculture and Open Uses

Use Group 2 – Residences 

Use Group 3 – Community Facilities 

Use Group 4 – Public Service Facilities and Infrastructure

Use Group 5 – Transient Accommodations 

Use Group 6 – Retail and Services 

Use Group 7 – Offices and Laboratories 

Use Group 8 – Recreation, Entertainment and Assembly Spaces 

Use Group 9 – Storage 

Use Group 10 – Production Uses 



While use groups are collapsed, detail on specific uses is retained



We still have eight different commercial districts, but the names have changed 
and differences between them are lessened

1. C1: Local Commercial Districts

2. C2: Local Commercial Districts

3. C3: Waterfront Recreation Districts (e.g. City Island)

4. C4: General Commercial Districts

5. C5: General Central Commercial Districts

6. C6: General Central Commercial Districts 

7. C7: General Commercial Districts 

8. C8: General Service Districts 



There are basically four large buckets of commercial uses now:

• C1/2: Local commercial

• C3: Waterfront commercial 

• C4/7: General commercial 

• C8: General service



What does this change mean in practice?  

• Currently, Avenue A is mostly C2, except for around the park

• Avenue B is C1

• C1 is the lightest commercial use (small stores, restaurants, 
bars, offices)

• C2 is still neighborhood commercial but allows small 
services (examples: bike rental & repair, movie theaters, 
small pool halls, art studios, lumber stores, general 
contracting offices, etc.)

• The distinction between C1 and C2 goes away



What does this change mean in practice?  

• There are no C3, C5 or C7 districts in CD3

• There is one small C8 district by the Manhattan Bridge

• Much of the western part of the district between Houston 
and East Broadway are C4 and C6 districts

• The distinction between C4 and C6 will disappear

• The change would expand uses like precision 
manufacturing (e.g. jewelry) and home repair services 
(plumbing and electrical shops) into the C4

• C6-1G (which is a unique district that requires a special 
permit for conversion to residential) stays



Topic: Grandfathering

• Currently, grandfathered, or non-conforming, uses 
are permitted to continue, but if the use stops for a 
period of two years, the right to the grandfathered 
use lapses (with some exceptions)

• Many grandfathered uses went vacant during COVID 

• The proposal is to remove the time limit on the 
reoccupation of grandfathered uses

• Should non-conforming spaces vacated for more than 
two years be permitted to be re-occupied by a non-
conforming use?   



Topic: Home occupations

• NYC currently allows many home occupations.  These 
changes lift many existing restrictions:

• Outside employees increased to 3 from 1
• Max size increased to 49% of the unit from 25%
• Absolute size restriction (no more than 500 feet) has been removed

• A list of prohibited home occupations are removed: 

• advertising or public relations agencies 

• barber shops / beauty parlors 

• #commercial# stables or kennels 

• depilatory, electrolysis or similar offices 

• interior decorators' offices or workshops 

• ophthalmic dispensing /pharmacy 

• real estate / insurance / stockbroker offices 

• veterinary medicine

• Should the regulations of home occupations be relaxed? 



Topic: CPC authorization for retail in R districts

• Currently, a commercial use cannot be placed in a 
residential district without grandfathering or a 
variance

• The amendment adds CPC authorizations for stores 
and offices in R districts that are:

• No more than 2,500 SF 
• No more than 15,000 SF for large-scale residential 

developments

• An authorization is a CPC discretionary action that is 
NOT subject to ULURP 

• The CPC holds no public hearing on authorizations

• Is expanding CPC authorizations a concern? 



Topic: Outdoor commercial uses

• Currently, zoning prohibits most outdoor 
commercial activities, requiring activities to occur 
indoors 

• This restriction prevents most commercial uses in 
yards, courts and open space

• While the general restriction stays, the change 
identifies specific commercial uses that can occur 
outdoors (“U” in table)

• Many are obvious, like boat repair.  Others less so, 
like health and fitness establishments

• Are increased outdoor commercial uses a concern? 



Topic: Micro-distribution facilities

• Currently, warehouses and distribution centers are 
UG 16 and can locate only in C8 and M districts 

• Increased demand for deliveries have created a 
demand for “dark stores” in neighborhoods

• In 2022, DOB issued a Building Bulletin permitting 
such uses in C1/C2 districts, as long as they were 
small and at least partially open to the public

• This change permits this new use in C1/C2 (<2,500 
SF) or in C4-C7 (<5K SF on ground floor and <10K SF 
above).  Also adds special permits for larger 
facilities 

• Should it?



Topic: Night clubs

• Night clubs or in zoning terms:  “Eating or drinking establishments 
with entertainment and a capacity of more than 200 persons, or 

establishments of any capacity with dancing” have been hard to 
site in NYC

• The dancing restriction is removed throughout zoning

• In C1-C3 districts, scheduled entertainment and cover charges would 
be permitted as long as capacity is less than 200 people

• In C4-C7 districts, there is no size restriction

• Historically, larger venues have been difficult to site in commercial 
districts because of location restrictions (>100 feet from residential 
districts.) This restriction stays

• Local nighttime entertainment becomes easier. Is that OK?



Topic: Amusements

• Currently, most Coney Island-style rides are limited 
to C7 districts

• The change will allow amusements in more places
• Small-scale in neighborhood commercial (C1/2)
• Large-scale in Central Business Districts (C4-C8)
• Outdoor still limited to C7 (and C8) 

• This glass-enclosed ride has been proposed in a 
new hotel on 8th Avenue. Its legality has been 
challenged, but with the proposed zoning change, 
it would likely be as-of-right in C4-C8 districts

• In other cities, business districts have turned into 
entertainment districts. That shift has been 
impeded by zoning in NYC

• Should it be?   



Topic: Casinos

• Topic 10 of DCP’s explanation of Zoning 
for Economic Opportunity is casinos

• But casinos are not a part of Zoning for 
Economic Opportunity

• There will be a separate zoning text 
amendment for casinos later this year 



Topic: Research Laboratories

• The amendment changes research 
laboratories to UG 7, which would be 
permitted in all C districts, except C3

• For decades, zoning classified most research 
labs as UG 17, only allowed in M districts 

• In 2016, the City adopted a memo that said 
they would interpret most research 
laboratories as UG 9, allowable in C2 and 
higher commercial districts, as well as M 
districts

• This change will replace this interpretation 
and permit research laboratories in most 
commercial districts



• The amendment will also permit research 
laboratories in R districts via special permit 
as long as they are part of a larger 
community facility campus

Topic: Research Laboratories (continued)



• Also in 2016, the NYC Department of Health & Mental Hygiene sponsored a change in the 
health code that required certain research laboratories to register with the City, writing:  

"[t]he Department is concerned that an accident in a New York City-based high-containment research laboratory 

could have catastrophic consequences, . . ."

• I FOILed the listing of registered research laboratories.  DOHMH rejected the request 
because:

“[t]o release the names and addresses of these facilities would constitute an untenable security risk, . . .”

• So, on one hand, the City is making this use easier to site, while on the other hand, the City is 
saying that these facilities are too dangerous to even disclose, and an accident could cause 
catastrophic consequences

• I have no expertise in this area, but find the lack of a consistent message on this use 
concerning

Topic: Research Laboratories (continued)



• For example, for a generation, the City has made regulations discouraging car ownership, but 
this amendment considers existing “light motor vehicle repair and maintenance shops” to be 
conforming no matter where they are located, so that they can expand

• Many manufacturing uses (food, textiles, clothing, shoes, computers, machinery, soap, 
pharmaceuticals, clay, furniture, medical equipment, lighting, computers, etc.) can be located 
in most C districts

• Manufacturing uses are limited to less than 5,000 SF for C1/C2, or 10,000 SF for C4-C7, and 
performance standards apply, but that’s still a big change

• This is consistent with a national trend toward form-based codes, which are less concerned 
about what happens in a building, and more concerned with the form of buildings 

In sum, these changes relax use regulations nearly everywhere, and for most 
things



Finally, this change moves zoning further away from regulating “formula retail” 
and preserving small retail 

• In 2019, CB3 adopted a resolution in support of an 
“East Village Special Commercial District”

• Among other things, this would have: 

• Placed restrictions on storefront size
• Prohibit the combining of storefronts
• Place restrictions on new eating/drinking places
• Prohibit formula retail establishments

• Zoning for Economic Opportunity is about 
removing use barriers; it does not add them

• It is unlikely we’ll see another Special Enhanced 
Commercial District in NYC anytime soon



Next steps

• We have zoning text!

• Zoning for Economic Opportunity will be referred at the end of October.  The CB will have 
sixty (60) days for its review

• The amendment covers more topics, including: loading berths, film studios, location of 
commercial uses within buildings, etc. 

• More information is available online here

• The City has encouraged comments at any time on any relevant topic.  If you have strong 
initial thoughts, express them now

https://www.nyc.gov/assets/planning/download/pdf/plans-studies/city-of-yes/economic-opportunity/economic-opportunity-draft-annotated-zoning-text.pdf
https://www.nyc.gov/assets/planning/download/pdf/plans-studies/city-of-yes/economic-opportunity/economic-opportunity-info-session-091223.pdf


Discussion / Questions
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